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October 2018

Collas Crill's Sanctions Explained Seminar took place on Friday 19th October, with guest speaker Maya Lester QC of Brick Court
Chambers. The seminar welcomed 119 professionals from the local business and finance sectors for an in-depth discussion on the
challenging subject of sanctions. Topics included:

Sanctions regimes are increasingly complex and fast moving. They can be both contradictory and inconsistent, posing significant risks
on how businesses conduct themselves, be it through trade, cross-border contracts or investment. The following are just a few key take-
outs from Maya's talk which highlight a fraction of the considerations for businesses and individuals when navigating global sanctions
regimes.

For additional reading sources on Sanctions visit:

http://www.brickcourt.co.uk/people/profile/maya-lester-qc
https://protect.mimecast-offshore.com/s/mLKjCW70QxUyQl5fp3KpP?domain=sites-collascrill.vuturevx.com
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